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GIS for Urban Disaster Management 

Facing the Unexpected 

Urban areas are particularly vulllerable 1101 ollly because oJlbe concentration ojpopulalion, bUI aLm 
due /0 Ibe il1leJplay Ibat e.xisls belween people, buildings, and lecbnological ,),slel1ls. 

- LORENA MONTOYA and IAN MASSER 

N<llural disasters are th~ impact of a natural hazard IJpon a 
vulnerillble <:ommunity resul ting in disruption. damage and 
CDSUllllie!) thlll c,mnot be relieved by the unaided capacity of 

Jocally·mobiliscd resources (Uniled Nations Disaster Relief Co
nrdinl!ltor 1991). In Dddition to their direct social and economic 
imp(lct. nlllUfll1 disasters affect employment, the balance of trade, 
and foreign indebtedness for years Dfter their OCClil renee, and funds 
intended for dcveklpment lire oftt!n divened into costly relief efforts 
(Organlaltion of Americlln Stales, 1990), Onfonunately. as pointed 
Qut by Mitch~n (1999), until vc.ry recenlly. disast~r management and 
long term development tended to be seen as distinct entities Instead 
of IneKtr1CDbly linked lind pan of the same ongoing process, 

It has b~n estimated thilt per capita losses of the GNP in developing 
countriC5 are 20 tlme$ grelller than in the developed countries (Clarke 
lind Munasinghe, 1994). The 9r~lIter losses to natural diSllsters in 
the developing world highlight differences in terms of the wNkness 
of the e<::O(IQmies, the perception of peop/t! towards natural disasters 
and inadequate disaster rn.!lnagemenl. 

By (Concentrating into smilll {!feliS, the bigger Interplay between the 

different urban elements that existS creates higher dllmage indices 
compared with the same elements widely spread in a rur lll 
environment. For this reason, more than ever before, the issues of 
planning and disaster management lire high on urban agendas. 

Methodological Issues 

Disaster management should consist of £'In organised effort to mitigate 
against, prepare for. respond to, and recover from a disaster (Federal 
Emergency Management Agency, Niltional Emergeoc)' Training Center 
et al.• 1998). M iligalion Is two-fold: it aims to prevent losses from 
occurring In undeveloped land (prevention) and to lower the expected 
losses in existing buildings and other structures (reduction). Exllmples 
of mitigation mechanisms include IlInd-use regulations, engineering 
WOfks. building codes. and insuraroce progrllms. Ptepa!f!dncss consists 
of plilnning how to respond in case an emergency or disaster occurs 
and working to increase resources IIvllilable to rC5pond effectively. 
Preparedness actillities Include contingency planning, resource 
management, mutual aid and cooperative agreements with other 
jurisdictions lind response agencies, public information, and the 
training of response personnel. Response refers o!Ictivities that occur -
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during and immediately follO'Ning 11 disaster. It is designed to provide 
WHEN ?emergency assistance to victims of the event and reduce the likelihood HOW' ""-.of seo:ondary damage. Response activities include search and rescue. 	 --~ ·"""-m -::...."'~"= e' 3cIJation. emergency medical services, fire-fighting as well as 

reduction of the likelihood of secondary damage such as to the 
contents of damaged buildings. Re<:overy constitutes the final phase 
of the disaster management cycle and it continues until all systems 
return to normal or near normal. Recovery activities include temporary 
housing. restoration of basic services (Le. water. electricity), food and 
clothing . debris clearance. psychologi<:al counselling, job assistance. 
~nd loons to restart smilll businesses. 

To some extent. the task of scientists. geo-iruorm<l\ion technicians 
and urban planners relates to the gathering of d<lta. its processing 
and presentation to allow a series of successive questions to be 
answered. It therefore Involves an understanding of the processes 
that lead to the disaster. both in terms of the phenomenon itself, and 
ItS impact on a communi ty and to the product ion of relevanl 
information to assist decislon-makers. 

The first question in this sequence is: whal is the risk? In other 

words, what W'OI.lld be the expected in terms of human. property and 
production losses if the hazard scenario or scenarios presented by 
earth and atmospheric scientists would take place? BoK 1presents a 
set of definitions of the key elements of risk assessment, (such 

assessment involves complex multi-disciplinary work). In terms of 
the specific methodologies for the determination of damage losses. 
there are many organisations that have carried out such disaster loss 
modelling work. Unfortunately, the iKce5S tends to be highly restricted 
~s these methodologies and related software have a high commercial 
_alue in the insurance and real-estate markets. 

\\hen such risk has been determined, planners need to de<:ide whether 

:. it within acceptable limits. The United Nations Disaster Relief 
Co -o rdinator (United Nations Disaster Relief 
Co -ordinator 1984) considers risk to be unacceptable when a 
community undergoes severe damage and Incurs such losses to its 
~embers and physical appurtenances that the social structure is 
dISrupted and the fulfilment of all or SOme of the essemial functions 
., f the society is prevented. 

when the risk is not ncceptable, urban planners are faced with the 

'"Ieed to know how can risk. be reduced? Choosing the right strategy: 
XrWeVer. can be difficult since there are many available options. The 
three-dimensional matrlllin FIgure I allows /In insight into the rllnge 
nl options: levels of government (who Wlillmplement the stra tegy?). 

_ Key Definitions _______________ 

tlatural hazard (H) determination involves the eshmation of the probabil ity 
oj occurrence (with in a specific penod 01 time In a given area) 01 a potentially 
Jamagirog natural phenomenon. 

Vulnerabil ity (V) determination Involves the estimat ion 01 the degree of 
C5S to a given element at risk or a sel of such elements resultll"lQ from the 
xcurrence of a narural phenomenon 01 a gIVen magnitude and expressed 
-:~ ascale Irom 0 (no damage) to 1 (total damage). 

The elements at fisk (E) Include the population, the buildings. lhe CIVil 
;- ~ \i l neering works. economic activl\Ies, public services. utilities and 
~"astructure, elc., al fisk al a given area. 

Specific risk (As) determination involves Ihe eshmatiorr of the expected 
;:sgree 01 loss due to aparnOJlar natural phenomenon and as a function of 
:.oth natural hazard and vulnerability (As=H'V). 

Aisk (At) determination ilwolves the estimation of the expecled damage or 
OSS 01 property and human lives and disruphon of 8COoomic activ~y due to 
a particular natural phenomenon (At;;E'As). 

Source: United Narions Disaster Relief Co-ordinator, 1991 

~ ~ ~I ~£ 
l BY WHOM? 

Figure 1: Range of Implementation Strategres (Mon/oya. 2002) 

management phase (when win the strategy be implemented?) and 
implementation measure (how win It be implemented?). In establishing 
possible implementation measures such as educational campaigns. 
another question must be answered: what or who do peopfe bla.me 
for disasters? The degree of perceived risk varies greatly between 
indilliduafs of the same age and sex according (0 education. location, 
occupation and lifestyle. 

If the risk is not within "tolerable limlts-, what arc the costs 0{ the 
LWfous prcoention and milig.;:tion mea.swes? In the light of the scarce 
economic resources that developing countries possess, the cost of 

structural measures to prevent or mitigate disasters must be carefully 
investigated through cost-benefit analyses. One of the difficulties in 
such an analysis relates to the trade-off between life safety and 
construction costs. as putting a price tag on the Ufe o f human beings 
is a difficult eth ical issue. 

Geographic Information Systems in Disaster Management 

Bridging gaps in disaster management does not only involve advances 
in technical aspects but also in the more pragmatic aspects of 
knowledge transfer in a manner that enables the final user, (the 
decision-making community). to understand and use it. .. "the right 
information. In the right format, in time to make the right de<:ision
(Global Disaster Information Network. 2(02). 

Unfortunately. in developing countrles. weak disaster management is 
partly rooted in the Jack of integrative (I.e. risk scenario) information 

products. Tucker el eli ( 1994) illustrate the problem clearly by 
indicating that the 1988 Spitak earthquake in Armenia (former USSR) 
and the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake in California were of simil.'!r 
size and affected comparably-sized populations. However. the 
Armenian e\'ent killed 25,000 people while the Cal ifornian earthqu<lke 
killed 63. In this case the difference in the casualty figures does not 

result from the haulrd but from vulnerability of the buildings. 

In summary. for ensuring successful urban disaster mam~gement. 

four different types of information must be made nvnilnble to decision 
makers: 

1. 	 Self "coping- capacity refers to the degree to which the different 
income groups can either cover the economic losses them.selves 
or through disaster insurance. 

2. 	 Hazard assessment and risk assessment of likely scemnios 

(I.e. property damage. human casualtJes) summed up tiS annunl 
losses (or in any other interval required by decision-makers) lor 
each type of natural phenomena. 

3. 	Triggering effects of natural phenomeM. 

4. Mitigation options (types and costs). 

All four types of information requirements necessary for disaster 
mitigation planning have a geographic component. The greatest 
advantage of geographic information systems (GIS) for disaster 
management Is their speed. Following the input of basic data, GIS 
systems facilitate the rapid generation of the various inf()rmation 

products that are necessary For decision-makers during emergency 
situations. During the response and recovery phases. GIS Is a very 
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DIsciplines Output 

Economists Indirect economic specific risk scenarios 

Table 1. DiSC1plines Involved and Ou/plits Developed 

valuable tool as It enables real-time display of disaster events. 
Examples of useful applications Include the tracking of progress in 
the assessment of damage. the clearing of rubble and the rehabililCltion 
of basic services (primarily water. electricity and transport). 

Using GIS, the different groups involved in geo-information production 
can generate a wide range o f valuable information for disaster 
management. Table I iUustrates the products that can be developed 
by the various disciplines involved. 

GIS is a useful and efficient tool that integrates data from many 
different sources to callY out a complex chain of dataset integration 
in a speedy and methodical manner. Since natural disasters do not 
respect administrative Of political boundaries. the establishment of 
disaster information networks could lead to a considerable 
improvement in disaster management. Setting up successful disaster 
data/Information Infrastructure networks is one of the greatest 
challenges faced by the gco-Information community. 

The Case of Cartago 

The city of Cartago In Costa Rica was sele<:tcd as case study duc to 
its high $usceptlblllty to halards as it represents a typical e;(8mple of 
II city with very limited geogrelphic data and information products, 
The city is medium-si7.ed (150.000 inhabitants) and is located 
downstIcam from rlvcrs originating ncar the Irazu volcano's crater 
lind it has therefore ~n wasl!&l away by I<lhilrs (mudflows of volcilnic 
origin) severtll limes throughout its history. On the path of one of 
these mers lies the San Bias landslide. considered the biggest landslide 
in Co,!nttal America In terms of volume. Two active seismic faults. 
lrX:lIted a Few hundred metres from built -up <'Ire<'lS, h<'lve been 
responslble for earthquakes whi(h devastated the city in 1841 and 
1910. Thts city therefore requires not only an appropriate disaster 
fTlallllgerTl@ntplan but one whkh should be of a multi-hazard nature, 
lIS 0'1 vobnk eruption aln trigger <'I I<'Ih<'Ir or an earthquake can !Jigger 
a landslide, The. city is very diverse in terms of the building materials 
and drllstic (hanges in popultloon densities that occur throughout 
the day due to Its condition tIS "dormitory city" since many of its 
inhabitants \YOrk In San Jose and commute on a daily basis. 

Information Products 

To illustrate the possible scope of GIS application to disaster 
management. tI few rclevtlnt earthquake-mitigation information 
products generated using GIS are presented. 

The identification of essential f"dlilies is particularly important since 
they must remtlin fully operationi'll during <'I catastrophic event. Using 
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a detailed land-use map as input. a simple rec~ s.si fication of pixels 
can be applled to group essential facihtJeS into those which are key 
for rescue and rel ief ("first order ). those which could provide 
temporary accommodation ("second Older' and aU other remaining 
uses into another class. 

A simple buffer operatlon 'oI:as then applied to the pixels classified as 
"essential facilities· second order to assess the proximity to potential 
temporary accommodauon (Figure 2, This allows emergency 
planners to identify "un-selViced areas ....-here tent camps might need 
to be set up. 

In Cartage, a ban on the construction of mud-brick buildings was 
issued in 1840 and another one ...."s issued on un-reinforced masonry 
buildings in 1910. Since these bans have been observed and enforced, 
it can therefore be concluded that these building types can only be 
found within the " 1945 or earliel'- class. A historical map of urban 
development with an associated table (Figure 3a and 3b) was therefore 
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F9Jf8 4 BuiIdmg specifiC risk (percentage of damaged buildngs floor Brea) 

...sed to identify !he areas with highly vulnerable buildings. Such an 
IClefltification is Important fOf disaster managers as it allows them to 
concentrate their efforts in a particular area rather than conducting 
ot} -wide studies. 

-able calculations and overlaying procedures such as !he ·crossing· 
of m aps enabled !he generation of a final building damage map which 
~.as been aggregated to the census tract level in order to conduct 
"'urther data integration (Figure 4). This map highlights the are<'S 
.. here more economic d amage is expected and permits the 
:rilritisation of further damage reduct ion studies. Aggregation is not 
ooly important from the point of view of linking up with lower resolution 
;:.atasets bUI It Is also an important tool to avoid the representation of 
odividual area objects. By this technique it Is possible to keep the 
.lI'"ICertainties related to data accuracy and precision under control. 

-n.e risk scenarios were annualized to Identify the most damaging 
"Ire. Finally, a cost -benefit analysis was carried out for two 
roplementation measures (Table 2). This constitutes a mitigation 
analysis of a reduction nature. In terms of a mitigation aflalysis of a 
::>revention nature, the environmentally constraint areas were identified. 
-.drvidual data t<'lyer!'i were cre~led for each of the hazards (faul t 
~~ptu'e , river flood and Inhar) a!'i well as for nature protected areas. 
-....e faull rupture and river flood maps ~re produced using buffering 
._ hnlques <:IS regulations and recommendations Indic<'lte that no 
~Iopmenl should occur at giv1!n distance from these features. Al l 

·our maps were overl<'lid to produce one single map. 

0.95 0.00 0.95 1.00 0.00 

9,94 1.25 3.76 0.B7 0.62 
9,39 5.68 8.52 0.40 0.09 
8.07 5.30 7.46 0.34 0.08 
5.55 3.75 5.16 0.33 0.07 

4.46 3.09 4.16 0.31 0.07 

3.36 2.37 3.14 0.30 0.07 
234 1.67 2.19 0,29 0.06 

1.67 1.20 1.56 0.28 0.06 

Tablf! 2 . CClsl.iJenefi{ analysis of reduc!iol1 fTIIJ3wres 
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Final Remarks 

The role of GIS In disaster man<lgement should focus on the 
integration of information from m any diverse sources to produ<:e 
interactive products for decision-makers ratner being used as a tool 
for mapping and visualizing raw data. The illustrations in the previous 
section have demonstrated the need for data integration. In cases 
when there is no attempt to Integrate datasets, the Implications of 
the information are not immediately visible. causing confusion and 
in the worst cases. the formulation of inadequate strategies. It may 
also be argued that the lack of integrative products h<lmpers the 
trm)sparency and accountability of the decision-making process. 

Note 
This Is based on Ph.D. research carried out at the Internalionallnsti tute 
for Goo-Informatlon Science and Earth Qbserv<ltion (ITC) and the 
University of Utrecht (UU) • 
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